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Abstract— Animation is a commonly used technique in information visualization for smooth transitions between different views. When
observing animations of moving objects, people often need to track several specific objects while identify the major trend of movement
simultaneously. In this paper, we propose a novel focus+context grouping technique to facilitate target tracking and trend identification. It
divides objects into several groups based on a comprehensive tree cut algorithm and generates a staggering animation in which groups
are animated sequentially. A balance between efficiency and accuracy is achieved for an effective animation planning. To evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed technique, a carefully designed user study is conducted. The results indicate that focus+context grouping
is effective for users to track targets without losing context (i.e., major trend of movement). Based on the study, we discuss advantages
and limitations of the proposed grouping technique and conclude with design implications.

Index Terms—Animated transitions, grouping, visual tracking, information visualization

1 INTRODUCTION

When analyzing data, it is common to explore data from different but
correlated views. Recent advances in interactive visualization make this
exploration process much easier. In many applications [1,3,11], anima-
tion is a popular approach to transit among different views. When an
animation involves shifting locations of objects, continuous movement
along the line between the original and updated positions of the object
is commonly used to help users keep track of the object. However, how
to best design the objects’ movement to facilitate people’s perception
is not an easy task. According to the Gestalt’s law, objects with similar
movement trends are more likely to be perceptually grouped, which
facilitates pattern recognition. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on
grouping techniques for animated transitions, which is a complicated
problem involving many challenges.

First of all, animation is a double-edged sword [18]. Although previ-
ous researches [31] have found that animated transitions yield a number
of advantages, such as directing attention to points of interest, establish-
ing narrative and engendering increased interest, while others [5,7] have
noted that animation can be problematic and there remain a number of
problems when applying animation, such as time/error tradeoffs [18].
For the animations involving objects’ movement, moving altogether
saves time but may result in low accuracy of tracking, while moving
one by one preserves details but may be boring and degrades task effi-
ciency. Grouping serves as a compromise, but little is known on how
to balance efficiency and accuracy for grouping techniques.

To make matters worse, in real-world applications, people often
need to observe the overall trends while tracking specific objects during
animations (e.g. business analysts may need to compare sales of cer-
tain products over past months, while be aware of the general market
situation). Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, there’s no study
in the context of animation planning where both object tracking and
trend identification are ever explicitly considered.

In this paper, we tackle these challenges by proposing a novel fo-
cus+context grouping technique based on a comprehensive tree cut
algorithm to help users track specific moving targets as well as be
aware of the overall moving trend. Our method divides objects into
groups based on transition trends, which are then moved group by
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group in an animation. By carefully controlling objects in each group,
the proposed method provides enough details to show the transitions
of individual targets and preserves the moving trend of the entire data.
We tested its effectiveness in a controlled user study and the results in-
dicated that the proposed technique outperformed the baselines in most
of the testing conditions. This paper has the following contributions:

• The first technique, to the best of our knowledge, which facilitates
tracking focal objects in an animated transition without losing the
context (i.e., the overall moving trend of the entire dataset).

• A comprehensive design of experiments for understanding
strengths and limitations of the proposed technique, compared
with two baseline techniques developed for the same purpose.

• The detailed analyses and discussions of the study results that
reveal circumstances under which our proposed technique is the
most effective or has its limitations, guiding its applications in
real world scenarios.

2 RELATED WORK

Animation is a process of creating an illusion of motion through rapid
display of a sequence of static images [12]. In this paper, we focus on
animated transitions, a subset of computer animation techniques. Inher-
ently, animated transitions are changes of some visual representations
over time, hence are widely used in visual system designs in the field of
human-computer interaction (HCI) and information visualization (In-
foVis) to facilitate perception of changes, exploration of time-varying
data, or establishing narratives. However, despite its popularity, how
to design an effective animated transition remains vague with many
problems still pending. Here we discuss prior studies on two common
but important tasks (i.e., tracking objects and identifying trends) when
observing animated transitions, especially in specific applications (e.g.
InfoVis) that are concerned in this paper.

2.1 Visual Tracking

Tracking objects and perceiving correspondence is an important task
when observing animated transitions. A good animated transition
design for visual tracking is important in interactive visualization ap-
plications, especially in collaborative settings such as presentations,
where observers need to constantly navigate between different views
but may not be able to interact with data directly [18]. Perception
research suggests that people could generally track 3-4 moving ob-
jects simultaneously [17], while there are a set of factors affecting
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this capability [26, 30]. Although extensive researches in psychology
literatures [2, 9, 14] have provided many empirical data and guidelines,
most of them are too general to guide the design of information visual-
ization applications. There are only a few studies exploiting advanced
techniques and algorithms to improve animated transitions which is our
focus in this paper.

In existing work of animation planning, grouping moving objects is
a common approach. Heer et al. [18] present DynaVis, a visualization
system featuring animated data graphics, where grouping similar move-
ments is at the top of its design principles. However, no clear strategy
is investigated to define the similarity and guide effective grouping. In
addition, Du et al. [15] create bundled trajectories for a group of objects
based on simple k-means clustering to facilitate tracking. Nonetheless,
the trajectory bundling technique is only proved helpful when targets
move in one single group without other distractors. In another word,
targets should be closely distributed and move in similar directions,
which may not be true in most real-world applications. Furthermore,
Chevalier et al. [12] study the effect of staggered animated transitions
on visual tracking. Their results suggest that simple staggering has a
negligible or even negative impact on tracking accuracy due to a loss
of common-motion grouping information about which objects move
in similar paths, and less predictability about when any specific object
would begin to move. Inspired by these studies, we adopt some impli-
cations obtained from previous researches and focus on a different and
more general aspect, grouping technique, which has not received much
attention from researchers in the context of animation planning.

2.2 Animation in Trend Visualization

Informally, the term trend in data means to have a general increase
or decrease of attribute values over time [6]. Over the past decade,
animation has gained new prominence to show trends in data, most
notably with Gapminder Trendalyzer [28, 29]. In animation, trend is
presented as a general direction of movement with more moving objects.
Nonetheless, the effectiveness of this type of presentation of trend has
been the subject of controversy. On one hand, many studies suggest that
using animations for trend visualization could be valuable. Bartram [4]
argues that animations allow users to intuitively recognize associated
moving objects, even they are widely dispersed. In another word, if
several objects are moving in generally the same direction, then a
trend can be observed and counter-trends can become apparent. Ware’s
observation [32] also points out similar issues. On the other hand, a
few studies doubt the effectiveness of trend animation for analysis.
Roberson et al. [27] state that trend animation can be challenging to
use, while it is the fastest and most exciting technique for presentation.
In Tversky et al.’s study [31], they also find few benefits of animations.

Comparing the results of all these studies does not lead to a simple
answer regarding the usefulness of animations for trend visualization,
but users consistently rank animations high for preference. All these
studies reveal that many important aspects of animations are not well
understood yet, and little has been done to propose techniques to fa-
cilitate trend visualization based on animations. Thus, in this paper,
we try to propose appropriate grouping techniques for animation and
study their effectiveness to facilitate identification of the major trend of
movement while tracking target objects.

2.3 Grouping Techniques

For data analysis, clustering is a common type of grouping techniques
widely used in many applications [19, 20, 22, 23]. However, it remains
an open problem whether and how similar techniques can be employed
in animation planning to facilitate people’s perception of movement.
Moreover, an effective grouping method for animations has substantial
differences from conventional clustering, including: 1) similarity mea-
surements should consist of both temporal and spatial dimensions, and

2) various factors of perception (e.g. occlusions) need to be carefully
considered. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first attempt
to simultaneously enhance visual tracking and trend identification of
animated transitions via grouping.

3 PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND PILOT STUDY

Our goal is to develop a technique for helping users track the movement
of several specified targets while maintaining an impression of the
overall moving trend. We approach this goal by dividing objects into
groups based on their moving trends and animating the groups one by
one in a staggering animation.

In this section, we introduce two preliminary designs that implement
the above solution, and investigate their limitations via a pilot study,
which are latter summarized as design guidelines and requirements for
us to develop a more advanced grouping technique that better solves
our problem.

3.1 Preliminary Design

Based on existing techniques, we come up with two preliminary designs
for the above solution: (1) grouping objects by predefined trending
directions (i.e., direction-based grouping), and (2) grouping objects by
clustering their moving trends (i.e., cluster-based grouping).

• Direction-based grouping:

We simply group moving objects into 8 primary trending direc-
tions (i.e.,←→↑↓↗↘↙↖), each of 45 degrees (Fig. 1).

• Cluster-based grouping:

This method leverages a clustering algorithm for grouping objects
based on their moving trends. To this end, we capture the moving
trend of an object via a feature vector (x0,y0,x1,y1), namely, the
trending vector, where (x0,y0) and (x1,y1) respectively indicate
coordinates of the starting and ending points of the object’s trajec-
tory. The moving objects can be grouped based on their trending
vectors via an arbitrary clustering algorithm. In our implementa-
tion, we choose to use mean-shift clustering [10], which clusters
data items based on their distributions in the feature space. We
make this choice given it is a non-parametric algorithm that re-
quires no prior knowledge about the number of groups, which is
usually difficult to be determined in real cases.

Fig. 1. Eight primary trending directions, each of 45 degrees.

3.2 Pilot Study

We tested the performances of the above techniques in a pilot study
involving 7 users to (1) validate the effectiveness of grouping in facil-
itating visual tracking and trend identification, (2) identify potential
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challenges and understand key factors that affect users’ performances
to inspire the design of an advanced grouping method, and (3) conduct
tests to determine proper parameters and settings for the subsequent
user study. All the users are InfoVis or HCI researchers who can
provide professional advice.

We randomly generated 30 moving objects with 15 (i.e., 50%) of
them moving into a similar direction to produce the primary moving
trend. Users were required to track 3 randomly picked targets and
simultaneously identify the major trend with and without grouping.
All users believed grouping, when compared to moving altogether,
was an effective method for balancing between the overall trend and
detailed moving objects. We particularly collected users’ feedback on
the preliminary designs and found several key factors affecting users’
performances, which were compiled as the following requirements,
guiding the design of the focus+context grouping technique:

R1. Reduce occlusions. Occlusions should be reduced as much as
possible to ensure observers’ accuracy on perception. Too many
objects moving altogether will potentially lead to high occlusions.
Thus, the number of objects in each group should be appropri-
ately controlled. Furthermore, we should seriously consider the
potential occlusions when putting two objects into one group.

R2. Respect similarity in both position and direction. Based on
the Gestalt’s proximity principle, people tend to group objects by
their spatial proximity, which facilitates people’s perception [15].
Therefore, apart from the coherence in moving directions of ob-
jects in each group, the objects should also be closely located.

R3. Make animation as long as needed, but no longer than neces-
sary. For animated transitions in InfoVis, accuracy of perception
is of high priority [25]. Breaking up a complex animated tran-
sition into a set of simple sub-transitions would allow multiple
patterns to be precisely observed. Meanwhile, the animation
should be long enough with as many sub-transitions as neces-
sary for accurate target tracking and trend identification, but too
long will not bring more benefits [24] but impair efficiency and
diminish engagement [5]. Thus, a balance between efficiency and
accuracy is required.

R4. Maximize predictability. Making a transition predictable will
reduce the cognitive load and memory burden of observers, so that
observers can be well prepared for what is going to happen (i.e.,
which object moves next and to which direction), thus improving
the accuracy of target tracking and trend identification.

4 FOCUS+CONTEXT GROUPING

Based on the above requirements, we propose the focus+context group-
ing technique which preserves overall trend and focal details simul-
taneously. As illustrated in Fig. 2, this technique consists of three
major steps: (1) hierarchical clustering, (2) cutting the hierarchy, and
(3) reordering.

4.1 Hierarchical Clustering

We aggregate the moving objects into a hierarchy based on their trend-
ing vectors (R2) to capture the structures of the underlying movement
as human brains tend to group moving objects in a hierarchical fash-
ion [32]. We employ the agglomerative clustering technique [21] to
produce the hierarchy. In our case, it iteratively merges pairs of objects
having the most similar moving trends, determined by the trending
vector, into moving groups, until only one group (i.e., the root of the
hierarchy) remains, thus forming a hierarchy, in which leaf nodes are
moving objects and meta-nodes are moving groups.

Fig. 2. The process of focus+context animation grouping consists of
three major steps, including hierarchical clustering, cutting the hierarchy,
and reordering.

4.2 Cutting the Hierarchy

Cutting the above hierarchy at different meta-nodes will produce sub-
trees whose leaves form moving groups with different sizes. Formally,
we define a tree cut as a collection of nodes C = {N1,N2, ...,Nn} in
which each node Ni (i ∈ {0,1, ...,n}) in C is the root of a sub-tree and
the leaves of these sub-trees has no overlap. Hence, C actually defines
a set of moving groups.

We find the proper cut C in the hierarchy by considering the follow-
ing criteria:

C1. The cuts should enhance the similarity of the moving objects
within the resulting group (R2).

C2. The cuts should reduce the occlusions during the animation tran-
sition (R1).

C3. The cuts should produce enough groups so that detailed move-
ments can be preserved (R3).

With these criteria in mind, we employ the min-cut algorithm [8, 13]
to produce the desired groups via hierarchy cutting which minimizes
the following energy function:

E(C) = ω1 · ∑
Ni∈C

Esim(Ni)+ω2 · ∑
Ni∈C

Eocc(Ni)+ω3 · ∑
Ni∈C

Estr(Ni)

where ω1, ω2, and ω3 are three parameters tuned in the pilot study
which balance the three metrics and provide essential flexibility for
different applications (ω1 = 1, ω2 = 2, ω3 = 0.5 in our implementation).
To be specific, the metrics are formally defined as follows:

Similarity Energy (Esim) Esim measures the similarity between
groups or objects sharing the common root N, and is defined as:

Esim(N) =
∑p∈Nc1,q∈Nc2 S(p,q)
|Nc1| · |Nc2|

where Nc1 and Nc2 are two children of the node N, | · | calculates the
number of objects grouped by the node, and S(p,q) is the similarity of
object p and q based on the Euclidean distance of their corresponding
trending vectors.
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Occlusion Energy (Eocc) Eocc measures the occlusions of objects
in a group, through which we penalize the groups with high occlusions
and encourage further division of such groups. We note that the oc-
clusions with targets could be a more direct metric for optimization to
facilitate object tracking, but a technique based on such a metric is of
little use for real world applications, because the animation planning
system is rarely aware of which targets to focus on. Here, we want
a more general technique which provides context and also facilitates
incidental discoveries. Therefore, the occlusion energy is defined as
follows:

Eocc(N) =
1
|T | ∑t∈T

∑p,q∈N overlap(p,q, t)(
|N|
2

)
where

overlap(p,q, t) =
{

1, if p overlaps with q at time t;
0, otherwise;

Tree Structure Energy (Estr) Estr is a metric based on the struc-
ture of the hierarchical tree model. It penalizes dividing objects with
similar moving trends into too many small groups, and thus encourages
these objects with limited occlusions to be grouped together, formally:

Estr(N) =
d(N,root)

d(N,root)+∑p∈DN
d(N, p)/|N|

where d(N,root) calculates the distance (i.e., number of edges) between
node N and the root of the tree, DN is the set of all descendant leaves
of node N, and ∑p∈DN

d(N, p)/|N| calculates the average distance
between node N and its descendant leaves.

4.3 Reordering

In the last step, we sort to animate the resulting moving groups in a
clockwise order based on the average moving trend of their containing
objects, which increases the predictability of the animated transition.

5 EXPERIMENT DESIGN

We evaluate the above grouping methods via a controlled user study. In
the study, we choose to compare the proposed focus+context grouping
technique with three baselines: (1) moving altogether without grouping,
(2) direction-based grouping, and (3) cluster-based grouping. This
section discusses several key decisions made for designing the study.

5.1 Tasks

In the experiment, we test on two fundamental tasks, tracking focal
targets (T1) and identifying overall major moving trend (T2). In general,
for T1, we employ MOT tasks which are widely adopted in previous
work [12, 14, 15], while for T2 we ask users to identify the trending
direction with the most moving objects . To ensure a fair comparison,
many factors are carefully considered when designing and producing
the tasks, which are described as follows:

First, we choose to test on elementary low-level perceptual tasks. In
particular, we ask users to follow a set of moving points among others
(MOT tasks) on a 2D plane for target tracking, while identifying one
out of eight primary trending directions with the most moving points
for trend identification. This type of tasks is the basis for many complex
tasks, and is commonly conducted in many visualization applications,
such as scatterplot-based data exploration [28] and faceted browsing
of object collections [1]. It is also widely believed that if users are
unable to perform such elementary tasks, it will be even more difficult
for higher-level ones in more realistic situations [12].

Secondly, we intend to examine people’s perception when passively
exposed to the visualization. Thus, in our study, all points are visu-
ally identical in size, color and shape, which also ensures unrelated

perceptual features will not interfere with tasks. Although in many visu-
alization applications, users may be able to highlight objects to facilitate
analysis, we consider interactive highlighting to be an orthogonal and
complementary approach to animation [14]. Meanwhile, accurate per-
ception of animation without highlighting support is more difficult but
critical in many common collaborative scenarios such as presentations.
Moreover, it can also provide context and facilitate incidental discover-
ies, which is particularly important during data exploration. In addition,
as we focus on grouping techniques, straight trajectories are adopted
for all points’ movement, which are commonly employed in animated
transitions [1, 28].

Thirdly, according to our tests during the pilot study, targets moving
in similar directions are relatively easier to track, even without grouping.
Meanwhile, in real world applications, people often need to track
not only targets within major trend but also outliers out of the trend.
Therefore, for target tracking tasks, we randomly pick three targets with
one moving along major trend and the remainings in other two different
directions. Further, considering that two tests need to be carried out
after each animation to judge the accuracy of target tracking and trend
identification respectively, we generate similar tests with four candidate
choices as in [15] for each test on target tracking so as to ease the
memory burden of users. The four choices contains only one correct
answer. The other three choices are generated by randomly replacing
one target in the correct answer with its nearest neighbor at the final
position. The tracking accuracy of a test is 1 if and only if the correct
answer is chosen, and 0 otherwise.

Last but not least, for the design of tests for trend identification, we
deliberately make p% of points move in a similar direction to establish
a major trend. We conducted a series of tests during the pilot study to
determine the proper value of p. Finally, 30% and 60% are chosen to
ensure an identifiable trend as well as differentiable task difficulty.

5.2 Complexity Metrics

We precisely control the task complexity by defining a series of com-
plexity metrics. Although previous studies [12,15] have defined several
complexity metrics to measure tracking difficulty, most of them are
based on simultaneous movement of targets without grouping, nor can
they characterize factors influencing trend identification, which makes
them inapplicable to our study. Thus, based on extensive literature
reviews, informal observations, and feedback from pilot users, we iden-
tify two major factors that respectively affect users’ performances of
tracking targets and identifying moving trend. We refer to those two
factors as complexity metrics for our study and define them as follows:

• Occlusion: Crowding is the most important factor that affects
target tracking performance [17]. Therefore, we employ an Oc-
clusion metric definition proposed by Du et. al. [15] to measure
the occlusions between targets and distractors during an animated
transition:

Occlusion =
1
|T | ∑t∈T

∑m∈S ,n/∈S overlap(m,n, t)
|S | · (|P|− |S |)

where P is the set of all points for animation, S ⊂P is a
set of targets, | · | calculates the number of points in a set, and
overlap(m,n, t) is a binary function that returns 1 on an overlap
between point m and point n at time t; otherwise, returns 0.

• Directional Diversity: Previous work demonstrates that a trend
can be effectively perceived if a group of objects move in gener-
ally the same direction [27]. Thus, in our study, a DirDiversity
metric is defined to measure the incoherence of moving directions.
In particular, we calculate how many distracting points animate
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together with those points that move along the major trend:

DirDiversity = 1− |M |
∑∀G Ma jorTrend(G ) · |G |

where M is the set of points moving along the major trend, G de-
notes a group generated by grouping techniques. Ma jorTrend(G )
is 1 if ∃m ∈ G and m ∈M , otherwise is 0. Note that, when move
altogether, all moving objects can be seen as a whole group.

Based on the above definitions, we further analyze the independence
of these two complexity metrics via a correlation analysis. First, we
generate 10,000 testing datasets, each containing 30 moving points.
Then for each dataset, we randomly pick 3 points as targets and move
all points altogether for the animated transition. Based on these settings,
we calculate two complexity metrics for each dataset, yielding 10,000
values per metric. Then we get the Pearson correlation coefficient
equal to 0.014, which shows that these two metrics are significantly
independent of each other. This verifies two proposed metrics’ capabil-
ity of capturing different complexity aspects of animated transition for
different tasks.

5.3 Task Data Generation

In order to ensure that we could perform a comprehensive test on the
grouping techniques under different conditions (i.e., different task com-
plexity and moving distance), we take the following steps to generate
task data.

First, we randomly generate 20,000 point sets, each consisting of 30
points. Then we determine the moving distance, speed and direction
of each point in each set for animated transitions. In particular, points
in half of these sets (i.e., 10,000 point sets) use a moving distance of
0.5 units 1 with straight trajectories, while the other half use 0.8 units.
To ensure a fair comparison, points’ average moving speed is set as a
constant (i.e., 0.5 units per second for all sets). For moving directions,
we further divide each subset with the same moving distance into two
parts which are then assigned with high and low Directional Diversity
respectively. For one part (i.e., 5,000 point sets) with “High” directional
diversity, we deliberately let 30% of points move in one of the eight
primary trending directions which is the major trend with the most
moving points. For the other part with “Low” directional diversity,
60% of points are assigned. Note that we ensure no overlapping of
points at initial and final positions so as to avoid unnecessary confusions
to users when memorizing targets and selecting answers. After that,
based on all generated point sets, we derive the value distribution for
the complexity metric Occlusion and take the first and last quartile to
classify these point sets into three levels (i.e., Low, Median and High)
by the metric value of Occlusion. We focus on “High” and “Low” level
tasks in order to get more sensitive results in the study.

4 Techniques (3 baselines, focus+context)
2 Moving distance (0.5, 0.8)
2 Occlusion (Low, High)
2 Directional diversity (Low, High)

× 3 Repetitions

96 Trials

Table 1. The generation of task data.

As summarized in Table 1, for task data generation, we consider
three independent variables for task conditions including: (1) moving
distance (0.5 units or 0.8 units), (2) directional diversity (High or Low),
and (3) occlusion (High or Low). Then from the generated point sets,

1The width of the square window for animation is defined as 1 unit.

we randomly pick three sets for 3 repetitions under each different
condition (e.g. moving distance of 0.5 units, high directional diversity,
and low occlusion). In addition, for a fair comparison of different
grouping techniques, a full-factorial within-subject test is employed. In
another word, the same point set is used to test four different techniques.
To avoid learning effects, we fully shuffle the order of point sets in
4 study blocks for different techniques and rotate a point set before
reusing it. Thus, data for 96 trials are generated.

5.4 Hypotheses

The goal of our study is to validate the proposed grouping technique.
We have the following hypotheses for the study:

H1. For all techniques, low complexity tasks in general have higher
accuracy than high complexity tasks in terms of two complexity
metrics (i.e., occlusion and directional diversity).

H2. Compared with moving altogether, all three grouping techniques
improve the overall accuracy of two tasks.

H3. Increasing moving distance will lead to a lower accuracy, but
multiply the superiority of grouping techniques.

H4. When task complexity increases in terms of complexity metrics,
focus+context grouping has relatively higher overall accuracy
than other grouping techniques.

Among these hypotheses, H1 is proposed based on the design of the
complexity metrics, while H2 and H3 are proposed according to the
results of the pilot study. We expect to have an exception in H1 because
focus+context grouping is specifically designed to reduce occlusions
for a higher accuracy (R1). In addition, H4 is proposed based on
the fact that focus+context grouping is designed according to a set of
design requirements which are identified in the pilot study to adopt
basic grouping techniques’ good points and avoid their shortcomings.

6 USER STUDY

In this section, we describe the study procedure that was followed to
realize the experiment design, and then present the study results.

6.1 Participants and Apparatus

We recruited 16 volunteers including 6 females to participate in our user
study. All the participants have normal vision and are undergraduate or
graduate students with computer related background. Their ages range
from 20 to 28 (mean = 25, SD = 1.8). During the study, 16 participants
were randomly assigned to 4 groups, with each group size of 4. To
achieve an ordering balance, the four study blocks were arranged using
a Latin square for different groups. The study was conducted on a
laptop computer with a 13.3-inch display of resolution 1280×800 and
60 Hz refresh rate. Points were displayed in a square window of white
background with size of 600×600 pixels (13.4×13.4 cm), with points
presented as black circles of 9 pixels (0.2 cm) in radius. Participants
sat at a distance of about 55 cm to the display.

6.2 Procedure

The whole user study contained 5 parts: (1) background introduction,
(2) operation instruction, (3) practice session, (4) formal study, and (5)
post-study questionnaire and brief interview, which lasted for about
one hour for each participant.

At the beginning, we introduced the study to the participants and
explained the tasks with examples: tracking 3 targets while identify-
ing major trend using different grouping techniques with the moving
distance of 0.5 units and 0.8 units. This process helped participants
get familiar with study tasks and gain a general idea about different
grouping techniques.
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After that, we introduced our study system to the participants and
instructed them how to use this system to complete the study trials. For
each trial, it started with the presentation of a set of identical points, a
subset of which was highlighted in red to indicate that these were the
targets to be tracked. Users were asked to memorize the three target
points, and then press the enter button to trigger an animation. All the
points moved by groups which were generated by the corresponding
grouping technique. In order to avoid interference, the targets became
identical to other points before their turn to animate. During the anima-
tion, users were asked to track the movement of target points while be
aware of the overall major trend. After the animation finished, users
had to answer two questions: a) Where are the final positions of the
three target points; b) What is the overall major trend. Four choices
were provided for each question and users could press space key to
iteratively review the choices and press enter key to make the decision.

Before the formal study, users needed to fill out a background ques-
tionnaire followed by a block of 8 practice trials, which was designed
to help users get familiar with the system operation. Each trial tested a
type of grouping technique with different moving distance. The partici-
pants could ask any questions and were provided with correct answers
of the trials to ensure they fully understand the study tasks and avoid
misunderstanding.

After the above preparations, the formal study was then conducted.
In the formal study, there were 96 trials in total and each trial contained
two tasks (i.e., two questions). For each trial, the accuracies for two
tasks were recorded respectively. Participants were instructed to put
accuracy in the first place, and make best guesses if unsure. In order
to avoid a low accuracy resulting from tiredness, participants were
allowed to take a short break after each study block.

Finally, participants were asked to fill out a post-study questionnaire
to rate the effectiveness of each technique, and then a brief interview
was conducted to collect their subjective assessments.

6.3 Study Results

In this section, we report the study results. Both quantitative and quali-
tative analyses are employed to evaluate and compare the effectiveness
of grouping techniques on target tracking and trend identification for
animated transitions.

6.3.1 Metrics Validation

First, we validate the complexity metrics (i.e., Occlusion and Direc-
tional Diversity) by analyzing their correlations with users’ accuracy
on target tracking and trend identification respectively. Fig. 3 shows the
mean accuracies and 95% confidence intervals of two tasks using four
techniques (i.e., moving altogether without grouping, direction-based
grouping, cluster-based grouping, and focus+context grouping) for

Fig. 3. (a) Mean accuracy of target tracking with different techniques
when the complexity metric occlusion is low or high. (b) Mean accuracy
of trend identification with different techniques when the complexity
metric directional diversity is low or high. Error bars are 95% confidence
intervals (CIs).

each complexity level (i.e., low or high) of each metric. On the whole,
the results verify our hypothesis H1. Repeated measures ANOVA is
employed to compare the difference in mean accuracy between low
and high complexity level of each metric. According to the results
of ANOVA tests annotated in Fig. 3, for all techniques except fo-
cus+context grouping (as we expected), tasks with low complexity
have significantly higher accuracy than tasks with high complexity at
.05 level for Occlusion and at .001 level for Directional Diversity. Thus,
it is verified that these two metrics well capture tasks’ actual difficulty
perceived by users.

6.3.2 Comparison Analysis

In order to have a thorough comparison of four techniques, we conduct
a comparison analysis from three aspects, including complexity metrics,
task accuracies and users’ subjective assessments.

Metrics Analysis Based on the validation of complexity metrics
above, we know that two metrics are highly correlated to task difficulty.
Therefore, a grouping technique that reduces the complexity metrics
more significantly will be more promising. Thus, in this analysis, we
set out to explore which grouping technique leads to more significant
reductions. To achieve this goal, we calculate two complexity met-
rics using three grouping techniques respectively (i.e., direction-based
grouping, cluster-based grouping, and focus+context grouping) based
on 20,000 randomly generated datasets and conduct cross comparisons
on scatter plots.

Fig. 4. The comparison of the effects on task complexity by using different
grouping techniques. The dashed diagonal lines represent the equiva-
lence of the values of complexity metric computed using two grouping
techniques. The solid line are the linear regression results with p-values
less than 0.001.

Fig. 4(a)-(c) show three scatter plots for the metric Occlusion. There
are 20,000 dots in each scatter plot, where each dot represents a testing
dataset and its x and y coordinates represent the metric values calcu-
lated using two grouping techniques respectively. The dashed lines
are the identity lines, while the solid lines are the linear regressions.
We can see that in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), the linear regression lines
are below the identity lines, which indicates a lower occlusion by us-
ing focus+context grouping than the other two techniques. However,
direction-based grouping and cluster-based grouping have similar ef-
fects on occlusion as shown in Fig. 4(c). For the metric Directional
Diversity, direction-based grouping eliminates the directional diversity,
so we focused on a comparison between focus+context grouping and
cluster-based grouping. As shown in Fig. 4(d), a linear regression line
below the identity line indicates a lower directional diversity by using
focus+context grouping.

Accuracy Analysis Fig. 5 illustrates the summary of users’ overall
accuracies on two tasks (i.e., tracking target points precisely, while
identifying the major trend correctly). Repeated measures ANOVA
is conducted to compare the accuracy between techniques at each
complexity level.

In Fig. 5, we can see an obvious advantage of adopting grouping
techniques, and ANOVA tests find significant improvements of overall
accuracy at .001 level (p < .001), which supports the hypothesis H2.
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Fig. 5. The mean accuracy of two tasks (i.e. tracking points precisely,
while identifying the major trend correctly) with 0.5 units (a) and 0.8 units
(b) moving distance tasks, with four different techniques, when each
complexity metric is low or high. Error bars are 95% CIs.

Comparing Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), we find that the benefits of grouping
would be more obvious when observing an animated transition with a
longer moving distance, which partially supports the hypothesis H3.
However, the overall accuracies for tasks with a longer moving distance
are surprisingly higher, which rejects H3.

Furthermore, focus+context grouping has the highest mean accuracy
in general. For tasks with 0.5 units moving distance, the focus+context
grouping has significantly higher accuracies in all conditions (p < .05).
For tasks with 0.8 units moving distance, the focus+context grouping
has significantly higher accuracies (p < .05) in high complexity tasks
(i.e., high occlusion and high directional diversity). This partially
supports the hypothesis H4.

Note that, as moving speed is a key factor for people’s perception of
animations [2, 15, 16], we chose to control points’ moving speed in the
above study, resulting animations with different durations. To evaluate
the effect of animation durations on task performance, we conducted an
extra test with original participants by slowing down “move altogether”
to 6 sec, which is the average duration of animations generated after
grouping. The results are also shown in Fig. 5, which demonstrates
duration does not affect the significance of the proposed techniques.

Post-Study Questionnaire At the end of the formal study, a
post-study questionnaire with 8 questions was prepared which asked
participants to evaluate the effectiveness of four techniques for target
tracking and trend identification under two different conditions (i.e., 0.5
and 0.8 units moving distance). For each question, participants were
required to response on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = very ineffective,
5 = very effective).

As shown in Fig. 6, all the participants agreed that grouping is an
effective method to facilitate target tracking and trend identification.
Among the three grouping techniques, on average, the participants
found that the focus+context grouping was more effective than the
baseline techniques.

7 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the advantages and limitations of the pro-
posed focus+context grouping technique based on the findings from
the user study results.

Fig. 6. Results of the eight 5-point Likert-scale (1=very ineffective, 5=very
effective) questions in the post-study questionnaire. Totally 16 partici-
pants responded.

Users believed that the focus+context grouping benefits the animated
transition mainly from the following two aspects:

Context-aware Most of the users believed that the most obvious
advantage of the proposed technique was its capability of enable a
context-aware tracking of moving objects. As a user mentioned that
“clustering helps me focus on the group of moving dots, [...], the size
of the groups seems to be controlled, thus it is easy for me to capture
the overall trend as well”. Another user also commented “It [the
focus+context grouping] is easier to focus on targets and have a general
impression of movement direction [when compared to other baseline
techniques]”. These comments are also supported in our user study
which shows a consistent result.

Showing details more clearly When compared to the approach
of moving all objects together, users believed that grouping-based
techniques were able to show details of individuals’ moving trends,
which was considered to be “much better than moving altogether”. In
particular, they said our technique “produces a much clearer moving
trend compared to the direction-based [grouping] technique”. We
believe this is due to the focus+context technique grouping moving
objects by their trending vectors which preserves both direction and
position similarities. Our users also commented that the focus+context
technique was better than cluster-based approach as “it produces more
tidy groups with less clutter”. This reflects to our design in which
occlusions and directional diversities are minimized.

The most frequently mentioned problem of the proposed technique
was: the algorithm, although carefully designed, sometimes still pro-
duces too many groups when dividing a large number of moving objects
into groups, making the waiting time too long. In this case, although
still outperformed the baseline techniques, the proposed method was
difficult for users to memorize and accumulate the trend of each group
to make a correct judgment of the overall moving trend due to short-
memory of human brains for perceiving an animated transition. We
believe this is an issue commonly existing in all grouping methods and
in all staggering based animations. The current setting of our technique
was to ensure tracking accuracy, thus may produce many groups when
the data is large. Therefore, we believe it is necessary to conduct further
studies to investigate key algorithm parameters (i.e., ω1,2,3) to suggest
alternative settings in different conditions.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a novel grouping technique, called focus+context
grouping, for animated transitions so that both the focal targets and the
overall moving trend can be easily tracked. In particular, a compre-
hensive tree cut algorithm is proposed to balance between efficiency
and accuracy based on the key factors affecting people’s perception on
these two tasks. We evaluate the proposed technique via a controlled
user study and discuss its pros and cons based on the study results.
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Since our study is an initial work on the grouping technique for ani-
mation planning where both object tracking and trend identification are
explicitly considered, there are numerous promising research directions
for the future work. Specifically, our future work will include: 1) study
of focus+context grouping method for tracking more than 3 targets
without losing the context, 2) comparison of the methods when the
animation duration is strictly controlled, 3) applying the algorithm on
real-world applications for evaluation, 4) investigating effects of the
ordering of groups generated by grouping methods.
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